Implementing Quality Assessment Is Fundamental to Guarantee Optimal Nutrition Therapy.
The implementation of quality assessment in nutrition therapy (NT) is an important strategy, with the potential to contribute to the reduction of malnutrition and improve the cost-effectiveness of NT. Studies on this subject are scarce in the world. Our objective was to evaluate the practice of NT in hospitals located in the third-most-developed state of Brazil. A cross-sectional study, using data collected through interviews with members of the clinical staff/interdisciplinary NT team (NTT) and audits of clinical protocols and medical records, was carried out. Both non-probability and probability sampling techniques were used to select the hospitals. Thirty-three hospitals were included (10 public, 10 philanthropic, 9 private, and 4 university). Twenty-six institutions reported to have an NTT. There was no statistically significant difference in the existence and performance of the teams or in the presence of protocols and quality indicators between the types of hospitals. However, the inspection of 172 medical records showed that essential items for the nutrition care of the patient were not fully in agreement with the previous provided information, and this varied according to the type of hospital. The majority of hospitals had an NTT as well as protocols and quality indicators. However, patient records were not in accordance with the essential items to guarantee NT quality and safety, indicating a gap between theory and practice.